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A leading retailer chain wants to expand their chain of stores. To do
this in the current competitive retail scenario, it is very crucial to know and
understand the customers in order to create the right offers and schemes to
retain and grow the existing customer base, reduce customer attrition and
increase influx of new customers.

Given the rich transactional data available of over  one million
transactions, we want to mine this data to analyze and understand the
profile of their current registered customers based on their transaction
patterns, shopping behaviour and association with the retail chain. Also
analyze the frequently bought items.
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Solution Approach and Rationale:
At the core of the solution is to profile the retail shoppers and define their

shopping missions which will then be used by the retailers to target the right set of
customers for the right programs. For example, loyalty programs may target customers
who shop more frequently at the store in order to entice them to make more
purchases. We also wish to provide Market-Basket analysis for cross-sell opportunity.

For Customer segmentation we propose to use Clustering methodology,
and for Market-Basket Analysis we will use Association Rules.

Data Collection:
Data was provided by Marketelligent. 6 months of sample

customer transaction data of registered customers of one store of the retailer was
provided. Additionally provided us the product hierarchy used in the store.  Data was
shared to us in Access DB, we have imported the database through ftp and used for
our analysis.

Software Used:
R and MS Access were used for our analysis.  We leveraged SQL to connect

between R and MS Access.
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• Only transactional data was not sufficient for finding segments, so we have used R
and SQL to create new features from the available data. We stored the new data in MS
Access for further use.

• We have created 32 new features as part of Feature Engineering, the list of new
features follows in the next slide.



New Features

Features (1-16)

Avg Items brought in APPAREL Division

Avg Items brought in BAKERY_FRESH_KITCHEN Division

Avg Items brought in ELECTRONICS_APPLIANCES Division

Avg Items brought in FMCG Division

Avg Items brought in FRESH_FRUITS_VEGETABLES Division

Avg Items brought in HOME_NEEDS Division

The new features that we create as part of our feature engineering exercise are

Feature (17-32)

Avg Tax Free Basket Value

Avg Percentage Tax Free Basket Size

Avg Free_Bee Basket Size

Avg Free_Bee Basket Value

Avg Percentage Free_Bee Basket Size

Number of Weekend PuchasesAvg Items brought in HOME_NEEDS Division

Avg Items brought in LIQUOR_TOBACCO Division

Avg Items brought in NON_TRADING Division

Avg Items brought in NONVEG_DAIRY_FROZ Division

Avg Items brought in STAPLES Division

Avg Basket Size

Avg Basket Value

Avg Discount BasketSize

Avg Discount Basket Value

Avg Percentage Discount Basket Size

Avg Tax Free Basket Size

Number of Weekend Puchases

Number of Weekday Purchases

Number of Morning purchases

Number of Afternoon Purchases

Number of Evening Purchases

Number of Month start Purchases

Number of Month end Purchases

Average Days difference between consequent shopping

Avg Number of Unique Items

Number of Visits

Number of Visits before national holidays and Festivals



Correlation Matrix

Variable Selection

Correlation Matrix

Step  1
•Look at histograms and remove

features having multi-modal
distributions

Step 2
•Look at correlation matrix

eliminate highly correlated
features

•Perform PCA to know the
important features

Exploratory Data Analysis

PCA /
Factor

Analysis

Step 3
•Perform PCA to know the

important features

Result
•7  significant features out of 32

that will be used for clustering
Final

Features

Avg Items brought in ELECTRONICS_APPLIANCES Division
Avg Items brought in LIQUOR_TOBACCO Division
Avg Items brought in FMCG Division
Avg Items brought in STAPLES Division
Avg Items brought in NON_TRADING Division
Avg Items brought in NONVEG_DAIRY_FROZ Division
Avg Items brought in FRESH_FRUITS_VEGETABLES Division



Number  of  Clusters

• Looking at the Dendogram and Elbow curve, we came to the conclusion that
optimal number of clusters for our data are 3 (or) 4



Clustering

K-Means

3 cluster
solution

4 cluster
solution

Hierarchical

3 cluster
solution

4 cluster
solution

Clustering

3 cluster
solution

4 cluster
solution

3 cluster
solution

4 cluster
solution

• K-Means clustering was performed with initializing K = 3 & 4 i.e. Initial number of
clusters as 3 & 4.

• Hierarchical clustering using Wards method was performed and both 3 cluster as
well 4 cluster solution was saved.



MANOVA

Statistically
significant
Statistically
significant

Statistically
significant
Statistically
significant

Silhouette
Coefficient

0.490.49

0.48

Cluster Validation

K-Means 3
Clusters

K-Means 4
Clusters

• We checked if the
clusters were statistically
significant or not by
applying MANOVA. All
the cluster solutions were
statistically significant.

• Then we calculated
Silhouette coefficient for
all the cluster solutions.
The more the coefficient
is closer to 1 , the better
is the cluster solution.

• We chose the best cluster
solution as K-Means 3
clusters going by the
Parsimony rule.

• The best clusters are the
ones got from :

K-Means 3 Clusters

Statistically
significant
Statistically
significant

Statistically
significant
Statistically
significant

Statistically
significant
Statistically
significant

0.480.48

0.220.22

0.180.18

K-Means 4
Clusters

Hierarchical
3 Clusters

Hierarchical  4
Clusters

• We checked if the
clusters were statistically
significant or not by
applying MANOVA. All
the cluster solutions were
statistically significant.

• Then we calculated
Silhouette coefficient for
all the cluster solutions.
The more the coefficient
is closer to 1 , the better
is the cluster solution.

• We chose the best cluster
solution as K-Means 3
clusters going by the
Parsimony rule.

• The best clusters are the
ones got from :

K-Means 3 Clusters



Final  Customer Profiles  / Segments
Segment 1

1) High value shoppers.
2) Shop MORE in APPAREL division
3) Shop MORE in BAKERY_FRESH_KITCHEN division
4) Shop MORE in ELECTRONICS_APPLIANCES, division
5) Shop MORE in HOME_NEEDS division
6) Shop MORE in LIQOUR_TOBACCO division
7) The average basket size is less but same average

basket value when compared to segment 2. So, it
means that they shop for items which are more costly.
(Might be these are the customers who do NOT
compromise on Quality for a price).

8) They are not so frequent visitors, may be monthly
thrice.

9) Visit more before National Holidays and Festivals.

High Value &
Prodigal
Shoppers

Daily needs  &
Monthly ,
Liberal
Shoppers

Discount
attractive
, frugal
shoppers

Segment 1
1) High value shoppers.
2) Shop MORE in APPAREL division
3) Shop MORE in BAKERY_FRESH_KITCHEN division
4) Shop MORE in ELECTRONICS_APPLIANCES, division
5) Shop MORE in HOME_NEEDS division
6) Shop MORE in LIQOUR_TOBACCO division
7) The average basket size is less but same average

basket value when compared to segment 2. So, it
means that they shop for items which are more costly.
(Might be these are the customers who do NOT
compromise on Quality for a price).

8) They are not so frequent visitors, may be monthly
thrice.

9) Visit more before National Holidays and Festivals.

Segment 2
1) Medium value shoppers.
2) Shop MORE in FMCG division.
3) Shop MORE in FRESH_FRUITS_VEGETABLES

division.
4) Shop MORE in STAPLES division.
5) The average basket size is very high, but the

average basket value is same as cluster 1, so
it means they shop for items which are less
priced. (Might be these are the customers
who compromise on Quality for a price).

6) These are the customers who buy MORE Tax
free items.

7) They are the customers who visit less
frequently. (May be monthly once or twice).

Segment 3
1) Low value shoppers.
2) They do not prefer shopping in ELECTRONICS AND

APPLIANCES division.
3) These are the customers who are attracted by discounts

i.e. they buy more discounted item.
4) These are also the customers who are attracted to

freebies.
5) They are frequent visitors, may be weekly once.
6) When compared to other clusters, they buy equally in all

the divisions.

Daily needs  &
Monthly ,
Liberal
Shoppers

Discount
attractive
, frugal
shoppers



Market Basket Analysis



Item / Product Association  Rules
• Some of the top Item / Product association rules that we found are:

Some Inferences that we can make from these rules are:
• Pulses sell more with oil.
• Also vegetables sell more with oils.
• Sugar was brought along with Detergent.
• Mustard , Jeera & Pepper were brought with Sugar.
• So if we can also place the sections Fabric Wash, Vegetables, Spices, Pulses and

Oil together, then we can cross-sell more.



Category Association  Rules
• We have seen Product Association rules, but we may get more insights when we find

rules at Category level, let us have a look at them below:



Category Association  Rules (Contd.)
There were some interesting associations that we could find when we mined

for rules at Category level. Interesting rules are marked in yellow in previous slide.

Some interesting insights are:
1)  Baby Care & Beauty Products sell together
2)  Baby Care & Snack foods sell together
3)  Baked Products, Health & Hygiene & Beauty Products sell together
4)  Dry Fruits sell more with Pulses
5)  Plastic ware sell more with Beauty Products
6)  Pooja Needs sell more with Cleaning needs & Beauty Products
7)  Disposable Needs sell more with Snack foods & Preparatory foods
8)  Confectionaries sell more with Snack foods.
9)  Cooking Oil sells more with Pulses
10)  Cereals and Cooking sell together

These categories stated above if placed side by side, we can achieve more cross-
selling, thus increasing revenues.
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Our analysis on the given dataset, gave us some interesting insights.
Some key benefits for the retailer by using the created customer segments

and association rules are:

1)  Targeting  niche & potential Customer Segments
2)  Improve targeted Marketing
3)  Effective engagement and cross-sell/up-sell
4)  To drive customer loyalty and sales

Thank you.
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